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Results are presented from a search for new physics in the final state containing a photon ($\gamma$) and missing transverse energy ($E_T$). The data correspond to an integrated luminosity of 5.0 fb$^{-1}$ collected in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV by the CMS experiment. The observed event yield agrees with standard-model expectations for the $\gamma + E_T$ events. Using models for the production of dark-matter particles ($\chi$), we set 90% confidence level (C.L.) upper limits of 13.6–15.4 fb on $\chi$ production in the $\gamma + E_T$ state. These provide the most sensitive upper limits for spin-dependent $\chi$-nucleon scattering for $\chi$ masses ($M_\chi$) between 1 and 100 GeV. For spin-independent contributions, the present limits are extended to $M_\chi < 3.5$ GeV. For models with 3–6 large extra dimensions, our data exclude extra-dimensional Planck scales between 1.64 and 1.73 TeV at 95% C.L.
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Final states in $pp$ collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), containing a photon ($\gamma$) of large transverse momentum ($p_T$) and missing transverse energy ($E_T$), are used to investigate two proposals of physics beyond the standard model (SM). One involves a model for dark matter (DM), which is now accepted as the dominant nonbaryonic contribution to the matter density of the Universe [1]. Direct searches for a DM candidate ($\chi$) rely on detection through elastic $\chi$-nucleon scattering. Indirect searches consist of observation of photons or neutrinos produced in $\chi\bar{\chi}$ annihilations in astrophysical sources. At the LHC, DM can be produced in the reaction $q\bar{q} \rightarrow \gamma \chi \bar{\chi}$, where the photon is radiated by one of the incoming quarks. The final state is a high-$p_T$ photon and $E_T$. Recent theoretical work [2–5] casts this process in terms of a massive mediator in the $s$ channel that couples to a $\chi\bar{\chi}$ pair of Dirac particles. This process is contracted into an effective theory with a contact interaction scale $\Lambda$, given by $\Lambda^2 = g_\chi g_q M_M^2$, where $M_M$ is the mediator mass and $g_\chi$ and $g_q$ are its couplings to $\chi$ and quarks, respectively. The model provides a way to connect the $t$-channel $\chi$-nucleon elastic scattering to the $s$-channel pair-production mechanism. The effective $s$-channel operator can be chosen to represent either a vector or axial-vector, spin-independent or spin-dependent interaction, respectively.

The $\gamma + E_T$ final state also has sensitivity to models of extra spatial dimensions. The Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and Dvali model (ADD) [6], in particular, provides a possible solution to the hierarchy problem, viz., the disparity between two fundamental scales of nature: the electroweak unification scale ($M_{EW} = 100$ GeV) and the Planck scale ($M_{Pl} = 10^{19}$ GeV). In this framework, space-time is postulated to have $n$ extra compact spatial dimensions with a characteristic scale $R$, leading to a modified Planck scale, $M_D$, given by $M_D^2 = M_{Pl}^{n+2} R^n$. Assuming $M_D$ is of the same order as $M_{EW}$, the observed large value of $M_{Pl}$ can be interpreted as being a consequence of the “large” size of $R$ (relative to the Planck length $= M_{Pl}^{-1}$) and the number of extra dimensions in the theory. The ADD model predicts the production of gravitons that appear as Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes, whose momenta in the extra dimensions appear as observable massive states, except for the zero mode of the KK excitation, which corresponds to the massless graviton in $4 + n$ dimensions. The process $q\bar{q} \rightarrow \gamma G$, where the graviton $G$ escapes detection, motivates the search for events with single high-$p_T$ isolated photons. While the individual $qG$ couplings are small, the number of expected KK graviton states is large enough to produce a measurable cross section, making it possible to discover large extra dimensions, or to set lower limits on $M_D$ as a function of $n$ and upper limits on the ADD cross section. The same physical phenomena can be accessed through the single-jet (monojet) production channel [7,8].

This search uses data collected with the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector [9]. The momenta of charged particles are measured using a silicon pixel and strip tracker that is immersed in a 3.8 T superconducting solenoid, and covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$. The pseudorapidity is $\eta = -\ln(\tan(\theta/2))$, where $\theta$ is the polar angle measured relative to the counterclockwise-beam direction. The tracker is surrounded by a crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and a brass-scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL). Both measure particle energy depositions.
and consist of a barrel assembly and two endcaps that provide coverage in the range of $|\eta| < 3.0$. A quartz-fiber and steel Cherenkov forward detector extends the calorimetric coverage to $|\eta| < 5$. Muons are measured in gas detectors embedded in the steel return yoke outside of the solenoid.

The primary background for the $\gamma + E_T$ signal is the irreducible SM background from $Z\gamma \to \nu\bar{\nu}\gamma$ production. This and other SM backgrounds, including $W\gamma$, $W \to e\nu$, $\gamma + \text{jet}$, multijet (referred to as QCD), and diphoton events, as well as backgrounds from beam halo and cosmic-ray muons, are taken into account in the analysis.

Events are selected from a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.0 fb$^{-1}$ collected using a two-level trigger system, with Level-1 (L1) seeding high level triggers (HLT). The single-photon triggers comprising this search are not prescaled, and are fully efficient within the selected signal region of $|\eta| < 1.44$ [10] and $p_T^\gamma > 145$ GeV. To optimize the analysis for single high-$p_T$ photons accompanied by large $E_T$, photon candidates are restricted to be in the central barrel region, where purity is highest. To distinguish photon candidates from jets, we apply additional calorimetric selections. The ratio of energy deposited in the HCAL to that in the ECAL within a cone of $\Delta R = 0.15$ is required to be less than 0.05, where $\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta \phi)^2 + (\Delta \eta)^2}$ is defined relative to the photon candidate and the azimuthal angle $\phi$ is measured in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. Photon candidates must also have a shower distribution in the ECAL consistent with that expected for a photon [10].

Isolation requirements on photon candidates impose upper limits on the energy deposited in the detector around the axis defined by the EM cluster position and the primary vertex [10]. In particular, the scalar sum of $p_T$ depositions in the ECAL within a hollow cone of $0.06 < \Delta R < 0.40$, excluding depositions within $|\Delta \eta| = 0.04$ of the cluster center, must be $<4.2$ GeV + 0.006 × $p_T^\gamma$; the sum of scalar $p_T$ depositions in the HCAL within a hollow cone of $0.15 < \Delta R < 0.40$ must be $<2.2$ GeV + 0.0025 × $p_T^\gamma$; and the scalar sum of track $p_T$ values in a hollow cone of $0.04 < \Delta R < 0.40$, excluding depositions that are closer to the cluster center than $|\Delta \eta| = 0.015$, must be $<2.0$ GeV + 0.001 × $p_T^\gamma$ (with $p_T$ in GeV units). The vetoes defined by the $|\Delta \eta|$ cutoffs are needed to maintain high efficiency for photons that initiate EM showers within the tracker. The tracker isolation requirement is based on tracks that originate from the primary vertex.

Since the high luminosity of the LHC yields multiple $pp$ interactions per bunch crossing, there are several reconstructed vertices per event. The primary vertex is defined as the vertex that corresponds to the largest sum of the squares of the associated track-$p_T$ values. However, to ensure that photon candidates are isolated from charged particle tracks in events with multiple vertices, the tracker isolation requirement must be passed by all reconstructed vertices, or the event is rejected.

The $E_T$ is defined by the magnitude of the vector sum of the transverse energies of all of the reconstructed objects in the event, and is computed using a particle-flow algorithm [11]. The candidate events are required to have $E_T > 130$ GeV.

All events are required to have the energy deposited in the crystal containing the largest signal within the photon to be within $\pm 3$ ns of the time expected for particles from a collision. This requirement reduces instrumental background arising from showers induced by bremsstrahlung from muons in the beam halo or in cosmic rays. Spurious signals embedded within EM showers that otherwise pass selection criteria are eliminated by requiring consistency among the energy deposition times for all crystals within an electromagnetic shower. Photon candidates are removed if they are likely to be electrons, as inferred from characteristic patterns of hits in the pixel detector, called “pixel seeds,” that are matched to the EM clusters [12]. In addition, a veto applied to events that contain muon candidates, including those that do not emanate from the collision point, prevents bremsstrahlung from muons in cosmic rays and the beam halo from being reconstructed as prompt photons balanced by $E_T$. Finally, events are vetoed if they contain significant hadronic activity, defined by (i) a track with $p_T > 20$ GeV that is $\Delta R > 0.04$ away from the photon candidate, or (ii) a jet that is reconstructed with $p_T > 40$ GeV using the anti-$k_T$ [13] particle-flow algorithm [11], within $|\eta| < 3.0$ and $\Delta R > 0.5$ of the axis of the photon. After applying all of the selection criteria, 73 candidate events are found.

Backgrounds that are out of time with the collisions are estimated from data by examining the transverse distribution of energy in the EM cluster and the time of arrival of the signal in the crystal with the largest energy deposition. Templates for anomalous signals [14], cosmic-ray muons, and beam halo events are fitted to a candidate sample that has no timing requirement, which reveals that the only significant residual contribution to the in-time sample arises from halo muons, with an estimated $11.1 \pm 5.6$ events.

Electrons misidentified as photons arise mainly from $W \to e\nu$ events. The matching of electron showers to pixel seeds has an efficiency of $\epsilon = 0.9940 \pm 0.0025$, as estimated with Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events and verified with $Z \to ee$ events in data. Scaling a control sample of electron candidates by $(1 - \epsilon)/\epsilon$ yields an estimated contribution of $3.5 \pm 1.5$ $W \to e\nu$ events in the candidate sample.

The contamination from jets misidentified as photons is estimated by using a control sample of EM-enriched QCD events to calculate the ratio of events that pass the signal photon criteria relative to those that pass looser photon criteria but fail an isolation requirement. Since the EM-enriched sample also includes the production of direct single photons, this additional contribution to the ratio is
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estimated by fitting templates of energy-weighted shower widths from MC-simulated $\gamma + \text{jets}$ events to an independent QCD data sample, and used to subtract the $\gamma + \text{jets}$ contribution. This corrected ratio is applied to a subset of the EM-enriched jet events that passes loose photon identification and additional single-photon event selection criteria, providing a background contribution of $11.2 \pm 2.8$ jet events.

Backgrounds from $Z\gamma \to \nu \bar{\nu} \gamma$, $W\gamma \to \ell \nu \gamma$, $\gamma + \text{jets}$, and diphoton events are estimated from MC samples processed through the full GEANT4-based simulation of the CMS detector [15,16], trigger emulation and event reconstruction used for data. The $W\gamma \to \ell \nu \gamma$ samples are generated with MADGRAPH5 [17], and the cross section is corrected to include next-to-leading order (NLO) effects through a $K$ factor calculated with MCFM [18]. The $Z\gamma \to \nu \bar{\nu} \gamma$, $\gamma + \text{jets}$, and diphoton samples are obtained using the PYTHIA 6.424 generator [19] at leading order (LO) and CTEQ6L1 [20] parton distribution functions (PDF). The $Z\gamma \to \nu \bar{\nu} \gamma$ sample is also scaled up to reflect NLO contributions given in Ref. [21]. Good agreement between data and the rescaled MC prediction for the $Z\gamma \to \ell \nu \gamma$ channel has been obtained in previous CMS studies [22]. The uncertainty on $Z\gamma \to \nu \bar{\nu} \gamma$ and the other backgrounds takes into account several sources: theoretical uncertainties on the LO cross section and $K$ factors; the uncertainty on the scale factor that models the data-MC difference in the efficiency; and systematic uncertainties on the photon-jet assignment, modeling of pileup, and the accuracy of the energy calibration and resolution for photons, jets, and $E_T$. The expected contribution from the $Z\gamma \to \nu \bar{\nu} \gamma$ process to the background is $45.3 \pm 6.9$ events. The combined expected background from $W\gamma \to \ell \nu \gamma$, $\gamma + \text{jets}$, and diphoton events is $4.1 \pm 1.0$

The 73 observed events in data agree with the total expected background of $75.1 \pm 9.5$ events. Distributions in photon $p_T$ for the selected candidate events and for those estimated from background are shown in Fig. 1. The spectra expected from ADD for $M_D = 1$ TeV and $n = 3$ are superimposed for comparison. Based on these results, exclusion limits are set for the DM and ADD models.

The limits on the cross sections are calculated by dividing the number of events in data by the predicted number of background events by the product $A \times \epsilon \times L$, where $A$ is the geometric and kinematic acceptance of the selection criteria, $\epsilon$ is the selection efficiency for signal, and $L$ is the integrated luminosity. $A \times \epsilon$ is factorized into $A \times \epsilon_{MC}$ estimated from the MC events, multiplied by a scale factor (SF), to account for the difference in efficiency between the MC prediction and data.

The efficiency associated with the product $A \times \epsilon_{MC}$ for the signal cross section for both models is determined from MC samples. For the model of DM, the MC samples are produced using a software package from Ref. [3], requiring $p_T > 125$ GeV and $|\eta|^2 < 1.5$. The estimated value of $A \times \epsilon_{MC}$ for $M_X$ in the range 1–100 GeV is between 30.5%–31.0% for vector and 29.2%–31.4% for axial-vector couplings, respectively. The spectra for ADD MC events are generated using PYTHIA 8.145[23], requiring $p_T > 130$ GeV, and scaled to NLO using a $K$ factor from Ref. [24]. The factor $A \times \epsilon_{MC}$ for ADD is in the range of 26.5%–28.5% in the parameter space spanned by $n = 3$–6 and $M_D = 1$–3 GeV.

Systematic uncertainties that contribute to the $A \times \epsilon_{MC}$ calculation are from the choice of PDF [20,25,26], the selection of the primary vertex for the photon, modeling of pileup, and the energy calibration and resolution for photons [10], jets [27], and $E_T$ [28]. The total systematic uncertainty on $A \times \epsilon_{MC}$ is $+4.8\%$ and $-4.9\%$.

As mentioned above, $A \times \epsilon_{MC}$ is multiplied by a SF to account for the difference in efficiency between data and MC predictions. The calculated SF of 0.90 $\pm$ 0.11 combines contributions from the trigger, photon reconstruction, consistency of cluster timing, and vetoes. The photon high level trigger is determined to be essentially 100% efficient for our selection criteria in data and in the MC simulation, but is assigned a 2% uncertainty due to small L1 trigger inefficiencies. Since the photon identification requirements have similar efficiencies for photons and electrons, the electron efficiency of $0.96 \pm 0.02$, as measured in $Z \to ee$ decays is used as the SF. Corrections for photon reconstruction are described in Ref. [22]. The photon clusters in MC simulations always have consistent timing among individual crystals, and the SF in data is found to be $0.983 \pm 0.009$ based on a sample of electron events. The track and jet-veto efficiency is studied in samples of $W \to e\nu$ data and MC, and confirmed with $Z\gamma \to ee\gamma$ data. Since the efficiencies measured in these samples agree within their uncertainties, the SF is set to unity and assigned a systematic uncertainty of $\pm 0.10$. The SF for the
cosmic-ray muon veto is determined to be $0.95 \pm 0.01$ by comparing its efficiency in MC and data in a sample of $Z \to ee$ events.

Upper limits are placed on the DM production cross sections, as a function of $M_X$, assuming vector and axial-vector operators, summarized in Table I. These are converted into upper limits on the $\chi$-nucleon cross sections, calculated within the effective theory framework. These are displayed in Fig. 2 as a function of $M_X$ [2]. Superposed are the results from selected other experiments. Previously inaccessible $\chi$ masses below $\approx 3.5$ GeV are excluded for a $\chi$-nucleon cross section greater than $\approx 3$ fb at 90% C.L. For spin-dependent scattering, the upper limits surpass all previous constraints for the mass range of 1–100 GeV. The results presented are valid for mediator masses larger than the limits on $\Lambda$, assuming unity for the couplings $g_Y$ and $g_Q$. The specific case of light mediators is discussed in Refs. [3,30]. The assumptions on $\chi$ interactions made in calculating the limits vary with experiments. Further, in the case of direct and indirect searches, an astrophysical model must be assumed for the density and velocity distribution of DM.

A set of 95% C.L. upper limits are also placed on the ADD cross sections and translated into exclusions on the parameter space of the model. The upper limits are calculated using a C.L$_s$ method [31], with uncertainties parameterized by log-normal distributions in the fit to data. The limits on $M_D$, with and without $K$ factors, are summarized in Table I. Masses $M_D < 1.64$ TeV are excluded at 95% C.L. for $n = 3$, assuming NLO cross sections. These limits, along with existing LO ADD limits from the Tevatron [32,33] and LEP [34], are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of $M_D$, for $n = 4$ and $n = 6$ extra dimensions. These results extend significantly the limits on the ADD model in the single-photon channel beyond previous measurements at the Tevatron and LEP experiments, and set limits of $M_D > 1.64$–1.73 TeV for $n = 3$–6 at 95% C.L.

In summary, the agreement between single-photon production in $pp$ collisions at 7 TeV and standard-model expectations was used to derive significant upper limits on the vector and axial-vector contributions to the $\chi$-nucleon scattering cross section. This search was complementary to searches for elastic $\chi$-nucleon scattering or $\chi \bar{\chi}$ annihilation.

### Table I (a) Observed (expected) 90% C.L. upper limits on the DM production cross section $\sigma$, and 90% C.L. lower limits on the cutoff scale $\Lambda$ for vector and axial-vector operators as a function of the DM mass $M_X$. (b) Expected and observed lower limits on $M_D$ at 95% C.L., as a function of extra dimensions $n$, with $K$ factors (and without, i.e., $K = 1$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M_X$ [GeV]</th>
<th>$\sigma$ [fb]</th>
<th>$\Lambda$ [GeV]</th>
<th>$\sigma$ [fb]</th>
<th>$\Lambda$ [GeV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3 (14.7)</td>
<td>572 (568)</td>
<td>14.9 (15.4)</td>
<td>565 (561)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.3 (14.7)</td>
<td>571 (567)</td>
<td>14.1 (14.5)</td>
<td>573 (569)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>15.4 (15.3)</td>
<td>558 (558)</td>
<td>13.9 (14.3)</td>
<td>554 (550)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>14.3 (14.7)</td>
<td>549 (545)</td>
<td>14.0 (14.5)</td>
<td>508 (504)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>13.6 (14.0)</td>
<td>442 (439)</td>
<td>13.7 (14.1)</td>
<td>358 (356)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>14.1 (14.5)</td>
<td>246 (244)</td>
<td>13.9 (14.3)</td>
<td>172 (171)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$K$ factors</th>
<th>Expected $M_D$ [TeV]</th>
<th>Observed $M_D$ [TeV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.70 (1.53)</td>
<td>1.73 (1.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.65 (1.53)</td>
<td>1.67 (1.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.63 (1.54)</td>
<td>1.64 (1.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.62 (1.55)</td>
<td>1.64 (1.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![FIG. 2](image-url) (color online). The 90% C.L. upper limits on the $\chi$-nucleon cross section as a function of $M_X$ for (a) spin-independent and (b) spin-dependent scattering. Also shown are the limits from selected experiments [29,35–42].
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**FIG. 3 (color online).** (a) The 95% C.L. upper limits on the LO and NLO ADD cross sections as a function of $M_D$ for $n = 4$ and 6. (b) Limits on $M_D$ as a function of $n$, compared to LO results from similar searches at the Tevatron [32,33] and LEP [34].

effective extra-dimensional Planck scale obtained in the $\gamma + \not{p}_T$ production channel.
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